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Jet engines
Large aircraft usually use jet engines to ﬂy long distances at high speeds. A jet
engine is one which is powered by a jet of air or gas.
At the front of a jet engine on a jet aircraft is a large fan, which sucks in air as the
plane ﬂies along. Once inside the engine, the air is ‘compressed’ or squeezed. This
makes the pressure of the air build up. The compressed air is then mixed with jet
fuel inside a special chamber and set alight. The temperature of the fuel mixture
quickly rises to about 2000 ºC—about 50 times hotter than the hottest summer’s
day you can imagine!
As well as heat, the burning fuel produces gases called ‘jet exhaust’, which are
blasted out of the back of the engine at a high speed. As the jet exhaust leaves
the engine, it passes through a turbine, a set of blades attached to a shaft, which
helps to drive the large fan. Most importantly, the action of the jet exhaust leaving
the engine causes a force called ‘thrust’, which helps to drive the jet engine
forward. Thrust is also produced by the large fan at the front of the engine. If you
want to see thrust in action for yourself, try blowing up a balloon and then letting it
go. You will see that the escaping air helps to drive the balloon forward, just as jet
exhaust helps to drive a jet engine forward.
In newer jet aircraft, only some of the air sucked into the engine is used to make
jet exhaust. The rest passes around the engine and is added to the exhaust just as
it leaves the engine. This creates even more thrust, keeps the engine cooler and
produces less noise.
Jet engines are likely to be around for a long time to come. Who knows what the
next improvement to them will be?
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Use the explanation on page 55 to complete the page.
2. Deﬁnition

1. Title

Use keywords from the text to write a
new, more exciting title.

What is the purpose of the deﬁnition
in an explanation?

3. Description

(a) Explanations often contain terms that are special to the topic. Name one
special term to do with jet engines. Write its meaning.

(b) Write what each paragraph in the description is about.
1

How …

2

How …

3

How …

(c) Most of the verbs in an explanation are in the present tense; e.g. walk,
jump. List three present tense verbs used in this text.

4. Conclusion

The writer ends the conclusion with a question. Write
another question he/she could have used instead.
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